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AGILE 
SYSTEM
Standing is the new sitting  – and not just because it 
burns calories! Standing at your desk improves posture 
and promotes mental well-being. 

Studies suggest sit/stand desking solutions are key 
components in the journey of increasing productivity 
from workers, through focusing concentration and 
boosting energy levels.

Agile offers fixed height, winder and electric height 
adjustable solutions that are designed to work in  
the same places you do. Today's businesses are using  
sit-stand systems in collaborative offices, management 
spaces, meeting areas or at home, and Agile's 
understated simplicity is ready to move right in. Standing  

at work  
helps to 
generate  
more ideas



Standing burns, on average, 

of workers felt more  
energised using a  
sit/stand desk

Studies have shown

When using stand-up desking 
people are faster at solving 
complex cognitive tasks...

... People also make less 
mistakes while solving  
complex cognitive tasks

MORE CALORIES PER HOUR



4 Agile - Fixed & Height Adjustable Desking

Medium Office Spaces
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The modern office is a combination of collaborative zones and traditional workplace 
privacy. Agile System with screens offers the best of both worlds. The simplicity of 
electric height adjustment, the symmetry of double-sided and singled-sided desks, 
the eye-catching design of colourful & practical privacy screens, and the health and 
productivity boosts of periodic standing throughout the day.



6 Agile - Fixed & Height Adjustable Desking

Large Office Spaces
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8 Agile - Fixed & Height Adjustable Desking

Small Office Spaces
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Agile’s sleek, space-saving design works well even in small offices, where 
space is at a premium. The minimalist H-frame allows for team meetings, 
either sitting or standing, and the single desks are perfect for individual 
work. Agile delivers the proven benefits of posture change at work whilst 
offering a contemporary and practical design for compact spaces.  



10 Agile - Fixed & Height Adjustable Desking

Private Spaces
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12 Agile - Fixed & Height Adjustable Desking

Creative Spaces
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In addition to the numerous health benefits provided by periodic 
standing, studies show that height adjustable desks promote creativity, 
team interaction, collaboration, and the willingness to share ideas.  
This makes Agile the ideal choice for designers’ studios, ad agencies,  
and any other environment where teamwork and creativity are key.



AGILE KEY FEATURES 

ELECTRIC - 3 COLUMN ELECTRIC - 2 COLUMN WINDER FIXED

Height  Range 610-1240mm 705-1185mm 705-1185mm 715mm

Height Adjustment Speed 35mm/s 22mm/s 5mm/turn -

4 Point-Memory   - -

Weight Rating 120kg 120kg 120kg 120kg

Guarantee
12 years 

(frame & motor)
12 years 

(frame & motor)
12 years 
(frame)

12 years 
(frame)



Electric - 3 Column 

BUILD YOUR WORKSPACE

16 FABRIC 
COLOURS

Agile is a configurable system. Below are the range of options available to you. 

1200 x 700mm  |  1500 x 800mm  |  1800 x 800mm

Winder FixedElectric - 2 Column 

7E-PANEL
COLOURS

3
WORKTOP
SIZES &  
COLOURS

Single Shared White SilverBlack

2
FRAME
CONFIG.

3
LEG 
COLOURS

4
HEIGHT
ADJUST
STYLES 

3
SCREEN 
EDGE 
COLOURS

9mm E-Panel

No Screens

Studio50 with Duct

Studio50

4SCREEN 
STYLES

White Black Silver

White Silver Nordic Maple
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